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EARTH ANGEL STUDIO
For many of us, the pandemic both closed and 
opened doors. For Alahna Parker, the founder and 
owner of Earth Angel Studio, it broke her open. A 
natural and self-educated healer on her own journey 
of self-love and awareness, she created a space for 
“people from all walks of life to come together in love, peace and abundance; 
to celebrate their [truest selves] and discuss things they did not feel safe 
discussing in their [other] social circles – they became family.”

Earth Angel offers holistic products and healing services, such as virtual
breath work, guided meditations, reiki, tarot readings, and one-on-one 
coaching in numerology, astrology, and chakra balancing. It is a place for 
anyone in need of self-soothing techniques to combat depression and 
anxiety, especially communities traditionally underserved in these services.

As a Black woman and veteran herself, Parker knows first-hand the power 
that human connection and community has on the path to wellness and 
healing. “This platform was built in 2020 for those seeking a community 
based on love, kindness, awareness, and healthy lifestyle choices. It was both 
a beautiful time for business and a challenging time spiritually. We had to 
learn to trust the human connection all over again. We had to prioritize men-
tal health and accept the fact that mental health is a major component of 
overall health.” With the support of WWBIC and other organizations like it, 
Earth Angel will continue to grow and evolve, building and contributing not

only to its community’s health and well-
being but also, its wealth.

“WWBIC is a great organization to be 
involved with if you want to make a real 
impact,” Alahna says.
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Check out the 
Earth Angel Studio 

website

earthangelstudio.com

https://www.earthangelstudio.com/
https://www.earthangelstudio.com/
https://www.earthangelstudio.com/
https://www.wwbic.com/veterans/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CK9Yfnanyin/?igshid=5a5f39kxufj9
https://www.facebook.com/earthangelstudio

